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Abstract— size of the data application in now’s firms has 

been spreading at an immoderate common from last few 

donkey’s years. Simultaneously, the emergency to process 

and breakdown the complete volumes of statistics has also 

extended. Hadoop dispensed report system (HDFS), is a 

candid fountain implementation of Apache, display for 

flowing on profit ironmongery to spindle applications 

property diffusive datasets (TB, PB). HDFS production is 

supported on by myself skipper (call Node), which stale the 

metadata for diffusive quantity of vassal. To get maximum 

ability, name Node deliver all of the metadata in its RAM. So, 

whilst putting with considerable enumerate of insignificant 

defile, call Node frequently get a impasse for HDFS as it 

might exit of remembrance. Apache Hadoop makes use of 

Hadoop ARchive (HAR) to distribute with unimportant 

march. However it isn't always so effective for numerous-

name Node surrounding, which exact system rifle flaking of 

metadata. In this courier, we've got scheme triturate summary 

shield creation, New Hadoop ARchive worn sha256 as the 

constituting, which is a modification of existent HAR.  Is 

suggest to situation greater reliableness which also can 

condition car peeling of metadata. In preference to worn one 

NameNode for shop the metadata, NHAR makes use of 

manifold NameNodes. Our occasion manual that NHAR 

lessen the freight of a sincere NameNode in symbol quantity. 

This companion the crowd greater scalable, extra lusty and 

less headlong to deterioration unlikely of Hadoop Archive. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

HDFS gives the programmer unlimited storage and is the 

simplest motive in the back of turning to Hadoop. But with 

regards to storing lot of small files there may be a big hassle. 

HDFS is capable of coping with huge documents which might 

be GB or TB in size. Hadoop works better with a small 

quantity of large files and no longer with large range of small 

documents. Large wide variety of small files take in lots of 

memory on the Namenode. Every small file generates a map 

undertaking and consequently there are too many such map 

mission with insufficient input. Storing and remodeling small 

length document in HDFS creates an overhead to map lessen 

application which greatly influences the performance of 

Namenode. 

Massive quantity of excessive velocity information 

presents new sort of challenges that traditional database 

system has limits to clear up. Every agency had knowledge to 

manage dependent facts but the global had already changed 

to unstructured data. All of these had to now carry to a single 

platform and construct a uniform system and huge statistics 

satisfy this want. 

Massive records does not mean plenty of records. It 

is actually an idea providing a possibility to discover new 

insight into present facts and tips to capture and analysis 

destiny records. 

Apache Hadoop is freely to be had java based 

software program framework. It gives an effective disbursed 

platform to keep and control massive statistics. It runs 

programs on big clusters of commodity hardware. It methods 

heaps of terabytes of facts on lots of the nodes. The foremost 

gain of Hadoop framework is that it offers reliability and high 

availability. 

The Apache Hadoop framework shown in is 

composed of the following modules: 

 Hadoop Common 

 Hadoop Distributed File System 

 Hadoop MapReduce 

 Hadoop Yarn 

In fee of reminiscence utilization, if good sized 

quantity of small documents are reserved in HDFS it create 

an overhead. Inside the Namenode memory each file, listing 

and block in HDFS acts as an entity. Default size of HDFS 

block is sixty four egabytes. Documents whose length is 

smaller than the default block length in HDFS are termed as 

small documents. 

HDFS does now not work nicely with lots of small 

documents due to following reasons: 

 Every block is capable of dealing with an unmarried file, 

results into a whole lot of small blocks smaller than the 

configured block size. To examine this an awful lot of 

blocks one after any other is very time ingesting. 

 Namenode keeps a file of each record and block and 

preserve this records into memory. Huge variety of 

documents requires greater memory space. 

A. Hadoop System 

There are primary components on the middle of Apache 

Hadoop: the HDFS and the MapReduce parallel processing 

framework. 

 
Fig. 1: HDFS Architecture 
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 HDFS is the document device or garage layer of Hadoop, 

which is designed for storing very massive documents 

with streaming facts access styles, strolling on clusters. 

 
Fig. 2: MapReduce Architecture. 

 MapReduce is a programming model and a related 

implementation for processing and generating massive 

records sets. 

II. HADOOP ARCHIVE 

The very first approach is Hadoop Archive (HAR). Hadoop 

archive because the call is based totally on archiving method 

which packs wide variety of small documents into HDFS 

blocks greater successfully. Files in a HAR can be accessed 

immediately without increasing it, as this get entry to be 

accomplished in predominant memory. 

 
Fig. 3: Data Model for Archiving Small File8. 

Creating HAR will reduce the storage overhead of 

data on Namenode and reduced map operations in mapreduce 

program increases performance. 

 Creating HAR file: A HAR file is created using the 

Hadoop archive command 

hadoop archive -archiveName name -p <parent> 

<src>* <dest> 

Which runs a map reduce job to pack the files being 

archived into a small number of HDFS files. 

A. Example 

HAR record format overhead: file access calls for two index-

file read operations as well as one records-record study 

operations there is a moderate overhead in referencing files. 

To get admission to the required report, the request goes to 

the index of metadata that the archive consists of through the 

metadata of the archive. 

Studying documents in HAR is much less efficient 

and much slower than reading files in HDFS. Map system fail 

to function over all the files in the HAR co-resident on a 

HDFS block. 

Upgrading HAR calls for the changes of HDFS 

architecture, which may also become difficult. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A distinctive of  Hadoop wide-ranging row system (HDFS) is 

it meant for provision aluminous string however once large 

enumerate of insignificant list extremity to be hold on, HDFS 

must countenance few issues as all the record in HDFS area 

unit conduct by a unmixed tray. Current valid ways for 

clarification trivial list question in hadoop area unit estate 

some drawbacks appreciate following attempt, inhabited 

demonstrator defile gauge. To procedure the swelling 

quantity of fine size record it interact additional repetition (for 

name host). The proposition here is to subjugate the delay 

taken to procedure comprehensive multitude of weak record 

to complete the request production by system by worn ready 

mingling and finger techniques. 

 
Fig. 4: Dynamic Merger Architecture 

As shown in diagram we proposed new method to 

merge all files in one we named it Dynamic Merger. It flip 

many small documents into fewer large ones. Also trade from 

text to sequence and different compression options in one 

skip. 

Dynamic Merger consumes directories containing 

many small documents with the same key and fee sorts and 

creates fewer, larger documents containing the equal data. 

weigh down is offers you the manipulate to: 

 Name the output documents 

 Forget about documents which can be "huge sufficient"  

 Restriction the scale of every output file  

 Control the output compression codec  

 Swap smaller files with generated big documents in-area   

 No long-strolling task trouble 

Command used for Dynamic Merger is: 

Crush [OPTION]... <input dir> <output dir> 

<timestamp> 

Where, 

A. Input dir 

The root of the directory tree to crush. Directories are found 

recursively. 

B. Output dir 

In non-clone mode, the directory where the output files 

should be written. In clone mode, the directory where the 

original files (that were combine into larger files) should be 

moved. 
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C. Timestamp 

A 14 digit job timestamp used to uniquely name files. E.g. 

20100221175612. Generate in a script with: date 

+%Y%m%d%H%M%S 

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

We've got created machine in java. Records is processing on 

hadoop surroundings home windows machine. Whatever 

output is needed is showed in screen shot below and also the 

analysis between proposed i.e Dynamic Merger and Hadoop 

Archive is also shown is table after the Screenshots. 

 A B 

File Size (mb) 1.5 328 

HAR (time for file size in sec) 1.5 30 

Dynamic Merger (time for file size in sec) 1.5 13 

Table 1: Results & Analysis 

Above table depicts that the proposed technique 

takes less quantity of time to execute the small files. In HAR 

technique, there's inconsistency with the block size. Original 

HDFS also takes a lot of time to execute the application for 

small files as it is the rule of thumb. 

In proposed approach less time required to execute 

the job for small files if we see the table we get the time 

required for all approach, by comparing the different 

approaches we get result that Dynamic merger get less time 

for execute any job on small files. 

 
Fig. 5: Comparison of different approaches of execution 

time for large file size files in small number of quantity. 

 
Fig. 6: Comparison of different approaches of execution 

time for less file size files in small number of quantity. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we study the Big Data and how hadoop works 

with that large amount of data and issue regarding to small 

file problem. Jointly we studied merging concept to merge the 

large number of small files in one file makes easy to execute 

the job on one file instead of all small files. 
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